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THE EIGHT FUSCHL CONVERSATION 

Fuschl am See, Austria, 14-19 April, 1996 

A SUMMARY REPORT 

The Fuschl Conversations are one the programs of International Federation of 
Systems Research (IFSR). These Conversations of the international systems research 

community have been held since 1982 every even year in the Hotel Seeewinkle, on the 

Fuschl Lake. As usual, the 1996 Conversation was held following the European Meet

ing on Cybernetics and Systems Research, held in Vienna. Participants represented 

thirteen countries. Research teams worked on three topics. 

*ENHANCING SYSTEMS DESIGN PRACTICE THROUGH CREATIVE SYNERGY. 

The Research Team first considered the nature of design conversation as the method 

of choice of team communication. Members of the team shared examples of their own 

systems/design practices and considered exercises that promote such practice. They 
elaborated these practices in detail and found them to be powerful means of evoking 
creativity in systems design. (Reported by Amanda Gregory.) 

*EDUCATION AND SOCIETAL DEVELOPMENT were continuing themes from 

the previous conversation. The Research Team combined the two thems and explored 

their synergic relationship. The team considered: (a) the role of requisite variety in 

education as related to societal development, (b) the role of complexity in societal/ 

economic development (c) the role and responsibility of each individual as social 

agents, (d) the resolution of the contradiction between change in complexity and 

qualitative change, (e) the contribution of learning to societal development as a 
creative, constructive and collaborative process, and (f) the design of the system that 

will bring to life the kind of contributions indicated in (e). (Reported by Sue 

McCormick.) 

* THE SYSTEMIC DESIGN OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS was a first time theme 

in the stream of Fuschl Conversations. The initial focus of the research team was on 

information systems serving in a 'tlecision support" role during the design inquiry of 
social systems. This focus became uickly 'generalized" to include all functions/roles 

that are involved in systems design. As the work progressed, the team began to 

articulate specific design principles and applied those to the conversation process 
itself. The conversation produced a road-map like accounting of the concepts, 
principles, and processes encountered en-route to the findings of the team. (Reported 

by B. Antal Banathy.) 

Appendix A presents the Cognitive Map of our Conversations and Appendix B the 

goals of the Conversations as defined in the course of the first (1982) program. 

Febr. 1997 
Bela H. Banathy 

Conversation Coordinator 
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Introduction 

This report summarizes the efforts and conclusions of the Design Group at the Fuschl 
Conversation 1996. The week-long Fuschl Conversations were co-founded by Professor 
Bela Banathy and Professor Gerhard Chroust and, given financial support from the IFSR, 
have taken place bi-ennually since 1982. The ongoing theme of the Fuschl Conversations 
has been: 'How can we use the insights gained from systems science for the improvement 
of the human condition?' 

The Fuschl Conversations serve to bring together academics and practitioners in an 
environment in which they can work creatively and productively on the 'big issues' 
facing human-kind. This paper summarises the experiences of one such group of systems 
thinkers. 

Firstly, the paper introduces the design conversation process around which the meetings 
are based. Following a review of the formation of the Design Group and its efforts to find 
a focus for the Conversation, a summary is given of the Group members' accounts of 
their use in practice of systems thinking. Detailed discussion is then made of the exercises 
which the Group believed had the potential for further development and which might be 
used to promote what it means to think holistically and why it is important to do so. 
Finally, the paper concludes with an evaluation of whether the Group had become a 
'learning community' and the Group's critical reflections on the design conversation 
process. 

Design Conversation 

The Fuschl Conversations are based upon the notion of design conversation. According 
to Banathy (1996), "Design conversation combines two modes of dialogue and thus 
becomes the most appropriate mode of social discourse in design inquiry." (p. 39). The 



two modes of discourse encompassed by design inquiry are generative dialogue, which 
serves to generate shared group consciousness based upon the exploration of points of 
difference, and strategic dialogue, which is more task oriented. Banathy opines, "The 
program of the International Systems Institute demonstrates the power of conversation as 
a means to: (1) tap into the collective intelligence of groups, (2) create communities with 
shared meaning and a shared view of the world, (3) generate collective wisdom and 
capacity to engage in purposeful design." (p. 41). Consequently, it may be argued that the 
aim of the Fuschl Conversations is to create sustainable learning communities within the 
systems field. 

Preparation for the Conversation 

An essential part of the Conversations is that participants engage in a set of activities in 
preparation for the event. The first step is the naming of a set of themes for the event and 
it is expected that each group will address one theme. Following the identification of a 
Preparation Coordinator for each group of participants, there is a three stage preparatory 
process: 

a) Development of individual think papers 
The think paper serves to: 
tell of the writer's interest and previous work on the topic 
review some topic relevant knowledge sources (i.e. circulation of relevant papers on the 
subject) 

b) Coordination 
Preparation Coordinators synthesize the think papers and develop a first draft of the topic 
theme which are circulated to members of the group who are asked to return their 
comments to the Preparation Coordinator. Based on the comments, the Preparation 
Coordinator formulates a second draft which is sent to the group members. 

c) Development of a knowledge base 
Participants are required to explore topic relevant knowledge base and to bring to the 
conversation a rich set of ideas and a set of triggering questions that they wish to explore. 

In preparation for the Fuschl 1996 Conversation five themes were set and the associated 
groups successfully completed the preparatory stages prior to the event. The teams were 
concerned with: 

• Systems Design 
• Systems and Design Education 
• Education in the 21st Century 
• Societal Evolution 
• Information Systems for Design Support 



The Conversation: Getting Going 

The Design Group formed, at the Conversation, from the original Systems Design Group 
and the Systems and Design Education Group. As the members of the Group came from a 
rich variety of backgrounds it was realized that some time would be needed to develop 
common ground. It was decided that a good way to start the dialogue would be for 
members of the Group to share the questions that they hoped to gain answers to as a result 
of their participation in the Conversation. A diverse range of questions were raised 
ranging from 'What makes a systemic research method, systemic?' to 'How do we 
engender wisdom through the family in the young?'. As the questions did not provide any 
obvious common ground for a direct way forward, the Group decided to return to the 
ongoing theme of the Conversations, the improvement of the human condition, and to 
share visions of an Ideal Society. Members of the Group collectively generated 
descriptions of some elements of their Ideal Society. For example, an Ideal Society is one 
in which: 

• emphasis is on technology which empowers and which serves humans and not vice 
versa 

• the motivation and opportunity to learn is maximized for all based on the removal of 
barriers to learning and education and promotion of life long learning 

• there is room for excursions of behaviour, allowing for initiative and creativity as well 
as providing a safety valve for deviancy. 

The descriptions generated a debate which culminated in the consensus that an Ideal 
Society is one in which people act responsibly because they care about the consequences 
of their actions for others and the environment. At this stage it was recognised by the 
Group that the only way an Ideal Society might be achieved would be if more people 
were able to appreciate and employ systems thinking. Consequently, it was decided that it 
would be useful to for the Group members to share their experiences of the real-world 
applications of systems practice which had made a positive difference to the quality of 
life of those involved or had nurtured in others the ability to think holistically. 

Sharing of Practice 

Each member of the Group was invited to give a twenty minute presentation on an 
example of systems practice or an exercise which promotes systems practice . 

.\.fountain Survival: Gordon Dyer described the Mountain survival exercise, a simulation 
game used as an ice-breaker at UK Open University systems summer schools. The aim of 
me exercise is to get participants to act as a human activity system and to appreciate the 
imponance of working co-operatively. 

De\·eloping the Developers of Pre-professionals: Ken Udas introduced a case-study from 
the �iami University involving 'partner liaison' in which professors from the School of 



Education involved with pre-professional training work within the community. The case
study was seen to be an example of authentic communication and community 
involvement in a multi-stakeholder system. 

Becoming a Human Activity System: Arne Collen described an experiential exercise 
which is played by students as part of a human science research seminar. The exercise 
begins with each person being given a short piece of rope. The students then come 
together in a circle with each holding one end of the rope in their right hand. They take 
their free hand and grab another rope. They are told that they are now a human activity 
system in a 'mess' with an aim -they are to open the system so that they can form a 
continuous line in form of circle; they are not allowed to let go of any rope. The aim of 
the exercise is to get the students to recognise that their actions have implications for their 
colleagues. 

Systems Design with Nursery Teachers: Cecilia Tagliaferri described a 6 day course 
which she had facilitated to enable nursery school teachers to experience being part of a 
human activity system. The explicit aim of the course was to activate the design ability of 
the group to define and achieve a shared dream (self organisation ability). The implicit 
aim of the course was to introduce systems thinking as an effective way to deal with 
human complexity. 

Systems Design of a Community Centre: Amanda Gregory recounted how systems 
methods had been used to enable members of a residents association in association with 
city planners determine and prioritise the functions of a community centre. The 
stakeholders had used a variety of systems based methods (including, rich pictures, 
decision mapping, and nominal group technique) in such a way that the residents had 
been able to participate in the design process on an equal basis with architects and city 
planners. 

Development of Enterprises: Donald McNeil described how he has worked with the 
development of new companies and their projects from initial "idea" to practical 
"realization". Such a process is conceived in an initiation phase and proceeds to engage 
stakeholders, acquire resources, recruit talented people, organize the project, etc., and 
ultimately unfolds through a spiral of iterated phases. 

Building the Whole from a Partial Picture: Werner Vogelauer described an exercise for 
introducing groups to communication an.d information flows, which he saw as a vital 
feature of systems design. The exercise involves participants working in a group on the 
reconstruction of a photograph which has been cut into pieces. 

In the light of the sharing of experiences of systems practice, the Group decided that they 
particularly wanted to focus on the issue of how to promote the ability to think 
holistically in others as it was realised that this crucially affects people's ability to act 
responsibly to others and to the environment. It was the general consensus in the Group 
that the exercise entitled 'Building the whole from a partial picture' warranted further 



discussion as this had the potential for further development as evidenced by the many 
'what if questions that were posed by Group members as this exercise was being 
presented. 

An Exercise in Systemic Thinking 

The six stage exercise involves the reconstruction by a group of participants of a 
photographic picture: 

Stage 1 
A picture is cut into three pieces by the facilitator of the exercise. 

Stage 2 
Each of the smaller pieces of the picture are seen by two participants though neither 
knows who else has seen the same piece as them. The participants are allowed to look at 
their piece of the picture for 1 minute only and then the pieces of the picture are removed. 
(NB. If there are more than six people, then six are allowed to see a part of the picture and 
the other participants do not see any of the picture but instead have to listen to, and rely 
on the discussion which follows.) 

Stage 3 
The group is told that the aim of the exercise is for them to reconstruct the whole picture 
in their heads. In order to achieve this the group is instructed to discuss and exchange 
information for 30 minutes. 

· 

Stage 4 

Each participant draws the whole picture as they perceive it from the discussion. 

Stage 5 
The participants reveal their drawings to their fellow group members and the facilitator 
reveals the picture as a whole to the group. 

Stage 6 
The exchange of information (Stage 3) enables participants to develop a perception of the 
picture is evaluated using the six dimensions of detailed, general, goal, hear, speak and 
summary. 

' 
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summary deta"led 

Fig. 1 The Evaluation Hexagon 

Individuals do their own evaluation and produce a hexagon of the 6 points on the 6 axes 
(see Fig. 1) on their individual performance and the facilitator constructs a map for the 
group as a whole. 

Based on the above description of the exercise, the Group reflected on the systems 
principles that were intrinsic to the exercise and the lessons that might be learnt from it. 
Firstly, it was recognised that the exercise serves to illustrate the dangers of extrapolation 
from a partial knowledge base and failure to make assumptions explicit. Secondly, the 
exercise serves to illustrate the need for communication and co-operation between system 
participants when engaging in problem-solving. Recognition of this should serve to 
nurture in participants an awareness of the need to respect the contribution that all 
participants can make. Indeed, allowing only some of the participants to see parts of the 
picture was perceived to reflect many real situations where so-called experts are allowed 
to see confidential research reports but those involved in the actual situation are denied 
access to the information. 

Based on the elicitation of the lessons to be learnt from the exercise it was recogrnised that 
it might have many possible variants each demonstrating an aspect of systems thinking. 
The team went on to consider eight variations of the exercise and the lesson(s) that they 
embody. 

Exploring Partialities 

Variant I 
A whole picture might be partitioned thematically, i.e., as if it were a composite of 
overlaid partial pictures. An example of this would be to supply one overlay which 
showed only the people in a room, another which showed only the furniture in the room, a 
third which showed only the pictu�es on the walls of the room, etc. 

Variant 1 reflects what happens when a multi-disciplinary team comes together to work 
on a problem of common concern. The thematic partitioning would represent the different 
interests according to their professional training of the problem-solvers. 



\ ·ariant 2 
:\ whole picture might be partitioned so that its reconstruction included not only pieces 
cut apart and distinct overlays but also overlapping pictures which included bits of 
collateral or contingent images. 

\"ariant 2 would serve to represent the fact that problem solvers very often have areas of 
common concern/interest and that in practice problem solvers have to engage in a process 
of negotiation and investigation to reveal these common areas. 

\'ariant 3 
:\. single three dimensional scene could be represented from different perspectives 
including external views from various sides, from below, from above, and from inside. 
The differences in perspective would potentially be as different as the view we would 
have of a hurricane from within its gale, from within its eye, and as a whole from the 
,·antage point of a satellite in orbit. 

\"ariant 3 addresses the notion that the way in which we see a situation depends upon 

where we are located with regard to it and what our interests and priorities are. For 
example while, from a distance, I would be concerned about an earthquake in Japan I 
would not be as concerned or as affected as if I were actually living in Japan at that time. 

Variant 4 
One whole picture could be shown to each of several participants and they could try to 
reconstruct it from memory. This would lead to a greater appreciation of individual 
differences in perceptions of same picture and attention to various different features. 

Variant 4 serves to illustrate how, whilst we may share common experiences with others, 
our experiences are quite unique. Consequently, it is only through discussing our 
experiences with others that we start to appreciate others' priorities, values, etc. 

Variant 5 
A two dimensional cross-section of a familiar three dimensional scene or object can be 
produced so as t o  appear very strange and ambiguous. This draws attention to how we are 

misled by under-dimensioned or highly abstracted representations. 

Variant 5 shows how something very simple and familiar can be made complex and in 
such cases how we need to search our memories for familiar aspects of the scene that we 
can seek to understand. 

Variant 6 
The importance of timing, phase, rhythm, and harmony in forming complete pictures of 

dynamic perceptions can be examined, perhaps using artificially separated parts of a 

musical composition. 



Variant 6 represents an illustration that is non-visual and has a temporal element in it 
(rhythm, etc.). 

Variant 7 

The effects of contexts and croppings can be explored by offering a picture for 
interpretation, then showing how interpretations change when it is shown together with 
its immediate context, then showing it and its immediate context in a larger context, etc. 

Variant 7 demonstrates how we can make certain assumptions about the way things are 
that may tum out to be incorrect when the scene is placed in its wider context. 

VariantS 

By using differentially magnified views of the same picture, we can see the effects of 
differences in resolution, focus, and aspect. 

Variant 8 illustrates the need to look at things from a variety of angles and perspectives 
because things can look very different according to wherie you are positioned. 
Furthermore, it promotes the idea that one should try putting oneself in 'others shoes' 
before stating how things are. 

Enhancement of Practice Through Conversation Synergy 

·
By way of conclusion, the team identified three key areas that emerged from the 
discussion around the sharing of personal experiences of practice: 
• participants were each able to identify aspects in each others' activities which they 

might employ in their own and, to that extent, the team became a learning 
community. The process that occurred can be illustrated by the figure below: 
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Fig. 2 The Interdependence of Key Themes and Practice 

The inner core of circles represents the points that we initially identified as key to our 
vision of an ideal society, the outer ring shows the individual choices of practice to 
describe. The arrows depict examples of how ideas derive from one practice were 
seen to be transferable to others' activities 

• The relating of the 'Building the whole from a partial picture' exercise produced a 
creative synergistic response within the group. The family of alternatives which 
emerged from discussion of this example was recognised by the group to have 
potential application in numerous areas of practice. 

• Finally, it was noted that the discussion of systems practice revealed other features 
that were important to team members in our Ideal World. These were, for example, 
security, context, empathy. This made us feel that we had completed the first circle of 

II 



an iterative loop, we had set out on the first stage of the systems design methodology1 

by envisioning an ideal society but we had returned to refine that vision as we 
developed our models of education and practice. It was recognised by the group that 
this was an exercise in critical reflection and how it might result in improved future 
practice. 

Critical Reflections on the Conversation Process 

As the Conversation drew to a close, the Group started to reflect on the process in which 
they had engaged and to evaluate the process and progress that they had made. Indeed, if 
the conversation had led to an holistic process then an appropriate evaluation might 
involve the identification of salient points between the conversation and the exercise 
developed by the Group. We each came to the Conversation with our own pieces of the 
picture (our particular areas of expertise) it took us two days before we were able to 
identify an area of common concern (how to engender in others the ability to appreciate 
what it is to adopt an holistic approach and why it is important to do so) akin to the 
overlapping of the segments of the photograph (variant 3 of the exercise). 

Further, it was believed that by accident rather than design the Group had also put into 
practice a key systems principle - the importance of points of leverage in a system. The 
simple relating of one member's experience of using a quick exercise with his students 
provided a focus for the group and resulted in the creation of an exercise with many 
variations to which the whole group had contributed. Further, each member of the Group 
was committed to using the exercise with their students and, given the diverse locations 
in which the Group members taught and practiced systems thinking, the knock-on effects 
are potentially quite considerable. Indeed, it might be said that the identification of a 
focus for the Group led them to become a learning community. But might such learning 
have taken place without the Conversation? In order to evaluate the Conversation it is 
first necessary to examine critically the notion of learning. 

Van der Knaap ( 1995) defines three categories of learning: 

System 
Cognitive 

Social 

corrective system learning on the basis of feedback 
development of a capacity for problem-solving based on knowing 
and understanding 
learning by means of dialogue and argumentation 

The Fuschl Conversations are fundamentally based on learning from the third perspective, 
social learning. Van der Knaap states well the importance that is accredited to social 
learning: 

"In a dialectic connection, mutual convictions and opinion are continuously tested and 
verified. Some argue that truly innovative learning is only possible in processes of 
collective argumentation: the individual can only learn something fundamentally new 
when her or his learning process involves the assimilation of or accommodation to the 



dynamics of social interaction (Bandura, 1977; Miller, 1986). Challenging by nature, 
taking part in discussion will in many instances increase the need for reflection, the 
prospect of cognitive change and development and, hence, learning (Van der Knaap, 
1994)" (1995, p. 197). 

If we are to evaluate whether the dialogue process is necessary for satisfactory learning to 
take place, it is necessary to consider the problems that may occur with the system and 
cognitive forms of learning. In relation to systems learning which, as has been stated, is 
based on feedback, it is argued that the feedback information may simply be ignored or 
may result in 'tunnel vision'. Secondly, it is stated that many of the problems related to 
the second form of learning are based on 'cognitive blindness' as " ... we cannot observe or 
experience what we cannot recognize. In addition, since our powers of perception are 
limited, many things go by unnoticed. Most of our interpretation is biased: the perceived 
stimuli are made sense of in such a way that they correspond with accepted worldviews." 
(pp. 198-199). Many of the problems that are associated with system and cognitive 
learning are overcome with social learning. 'Tunnel vision' is less common in group 
situations where there is usually comprehensive evaluation of the arguments put forth by 
group members. Also, 'cognitive blindness' is not usually associated with group learning 
as the resources available, especially 'brainpower', is far greater. Whilst, in the light of 
the criticisms which have been leveled at systems and cognitive learning. the argument 
for social learning may be advanced, it is not without its critics. 

According to Van der Knaap social learning may be blighted by a particular set of 
communication related problems: "social learning ... may get distorted by deficient or 
incomplete comprehension between participants. In addition, when communication 
consists of merely the disconnected exchange of convictions and ideas, there can be no 
such thing as the construction of a shared or social reality. When strategic considerations 
prevails, participants often develop defensive routines: concealing practices to obstruct 
the confrontation of viewpoints (Argyris, 1991 )" (p. 199). In the case of the Fuschl 
Conversations, engagement in defensive routines is overcome by the inculcation of a set 
of norms and values which are passed on from one Conversation to another: everyone has 
a contribution to make and everyone will be respected for that contribution. Even the 
contribution of the cynics in the group is respected as this prevents 'tunnel vision' and 
'groupthink'. These strong values are established from day one and serve to overcome 
many of the problems Van der Knaap associates with social learning. Given the strong 
culture that has grown up as a result of participants of the Fuschl Conversations 
participating time again, there is a healthy sceptiscm that ensures that the meetings do not 
just become a talking shop. Indeed, it was this sceptism that led the Design Group to 
critically reflect upon the Conversation and to engage in 'double loop learning' (Argyris 
and Schon, 1978), that is 'the modification of underlying norms, policies and objectives'. 
Indeed, it was this form of double-loop learning that led to the questioning of the value of 
conferences in 1982 by the founders of the Fuschl Conversations and it is this ongoing 
questioning by the academics and practitioners involved that ensures the Conversations 
are relevant and have worth beyond the event. 

I� 



Conclusion 

This paper summarises the experiences of the Design Group at the Fuschl Conversation 
1996. By way of introduction, an overview was given of the generative dialogue process 
and the preparatory activities it implies was given. Discussion was then made of the 
process by which the Design Group found a focus for its efforts based on members 
providing accounts of systems practice. Consequently, the exercise 'Building the whole 
from the parts' was explained and the variations developed by the Group summarised. 
The paper concluded with a critical look at the conversation process and a discussion of 
whether the Group could be said to have become a 'learning community'. In the light of 
the critical reflection process it was argued that the Group had engaged in 'double-loop' 
learning as it had not only further developed an exercise to engender in students the 
wisdom that is systems thinking but, also, the Group had reflected upon the norms and 
values that led to the meeting and the Group members had discovered for themselves the 
worth of the Conversation. 
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I. Introdudioo 

This paper summarizes the work of the Educatioo and Scx:ietal Development 
group that met and wcrked during the Fuschlu Core" Conversation in April, 
1996. The group consisted of people who had prepared for a conversation on 
either Designing Systems for Learning and Human Development for the 21st 
Century, or Scrietal and Consdoos Evdutioo. Since neither d the criginal 
groups could coovene a large enough membership to engage in prcductive 
dialogu� the nev.r group was famed These people made up the ne.,v team: 

Tamas David 
Diaries Francds 
Sue l\t1cCormi ck 
Alexander Repeko 
Robert Vallee 

Hungary 
Argentina 
United States 
Belarus 
France 

As the reader mcwes throogh this group surrrrnaryreport, it is hcped s/he will 
get a sense not only of the rontent d the individual and rolledive ideas as they 
developed, but also a sense of the learning process we experienced. Like the 
conversation itself, the paper is a collatorative effort. Each d the five team 
members rontril:::uted energy and ideas to the precess and the results. The ideas 
expressed reflect a synthesis d collective thinking made possible only through 
the synergy of dialogue and design conversation. We would like at this point, 
therefcr� to express oor sincere gratitude to the Austrian Ministry d Science, to 
the International Federatioo d Systems Research and to the International 
Systems Institute fcr the resoorce suppcrt given to make the Fuschl 
Conversations possible. Thank you. 

The paper contains the fdlCMiing: 
• an cwerview cn1sisting ci relevant information ato..tt oor aspirations and 

expectatirn� a set of ground rules fer guiding our interaction� the new 
tcpic; "Educatioo and Scrietal Develq::ment," and the triggering 
questions; 

• examples ci individual reflections oo ooe d the core amcepts made 
throughout the week, a learning process which helped us clarify and make 
visible oor frames d reference fcr the core concepts; 

• a disa.Ission d the criginal prctctype fcr a co-evdutive model of 
education and scdetal develcpment and its first iteratioo which 
aca:::mmodates the need fer idealized systems design; 

• elaboratirns ci the prototype and first iteratioo, expressing throogh 
mooels and text 
(a) the structures and dynamics dan evdutiooa:ry educatioo system; 
(b) a mathematical mcx.:iel depicting the impact of resource coostraints on 
the relatiooship between education and society as well as the evdution 
and ro-evolution d the two systems; 



(c) the cmstructioo of individual and cmsensual reference frames, the 
way the unexpected lreaks reference frames, and tods for (re)crnstructing 
frames; and 

• ronduding romments. 

II Overview 
A Aspi.raticns and Gro.md rules 

We started our group work by sharing infamation abo..lt our bad<groond, our 
interests and experience with the topic(s) We then began to address oor learning 
aspirations and expectatioos or goals for the week-loog dialogue and design 
cmversation. After ronsiderable dialogue and sane reflectioos, we individually 
generated the fdlCMiing list of aspiratioos: 

• To understand the rote of requisite variety in educatioo and so:ietal 
development or evolution (Robert). 
• To understand the rote d ronn11Unication with feedback in educaticn and 
scdetal develc:pment (ROOert). 

• To understand the rote d canplexity in ea:nanic gravvth (Tamas). 
• How to empavver everyooe to ad sensibly and effidently as scx.:ial agents 
(01arles). 
• Discaver or develop sane guidelines to ease the rontradiction between 
canplexity change and qualitative change (Alexander). 
• To explcre the nature and process ci learning as a creative, crnstructive 
cotlal::x:rative precess at the level d individuals, small groops (working as a team 
weco.Jld beoor 0\Nn "lab::ratay'), crganizatioos and ccrnmunities (Sue). 
• To explore the nature (functioo and structure) d peer systems (scx.:ial, political 
economic) within a larger systems envirooment (ccmmunity or society) if their 
purpose were to ensure a healthy, prcx:iuctive, sustainable future fer all dtizens 
(Sue). 
• To think al:x:ut what kind ci educatioo cr learning system could be designed to 
create peer systems in a rounltunity cr society that ca.Jld in fact ensure the abcrve 
(Sue). 

Our aspiratioos were sanewhat different and we weren't surprised Afterall, we 
had rome expecting to pursue a sanewhat different crnversation topic. We also 
knew we had enoogh a:mmoo groond to wcrk with energy and fCXl.ls as a team 
Befcre embarking oo a l.rainstcrming session to generate possible topics, and 
having already experience:::i sane noo-proouctive tensioo in oor interactirns 
resulting fran a lack ci guiding prindples, we decided to invest the time in 
identifying sane groond rules fcr guiding oor interactirns. Here are the 
prindples we agreed upcn: 



• Listen with respect and openness. All ideas are valid. 
• Seek first to understand. 
• Value our diversity. 
• Trust tensioo and conflict These are critical, constructive phases of prcx:ludive 
dialogue and learning. 

B. The New Topic 

After a brief reflectioo time we brainstormed the fdla.Ning list as _pc6Sibilities for 
oor new topic: 
• Sodetal Evolution throogh Education 
• Scx::ietal Evdutioo throogh Design 
• Educatioo and Scx::ietal Develcpment 
• Increasing the Humanity d Humanity through Education 
• Co-Evdutioo of Educatirn and Society 
• Educaticn-Generated Scdetal Develcpment Through Requisite Variety 

Mindful of our guiding prindpl� we questioned and p� ooe another's 
ideas to better understand the thinking and feeling behind these suggested 
topics. We engaged in a lot of "V\Ihat then?" dialogue. For exampl� we posed to 
ourselves questioos like these "If we chose So::ietal Evdution throogh 
Educaticn, what then? What might sane d oor triggering questioos be? V\lhere 
woold the questioos take us? Is that the direction we want to gq given oor 
aspiraticns, interest� expectations, preparation?" We eventually reached 
cxnsensus on "Educatioo and Societal Development" as oor topic. 

We were tired, but felt gocd aba.tt the outccme and the prcx:ess we had used to 
get there. Our next challenge was to generate triggering questions to propel our 
aJnversatioo. 

C The Triggering Questioos 

We launched this phased the dialogue by sharing general ideas aboot the 
relationship between educatioo and societies. We shared frc:m the perspectives of 
five different rultures and three generations. The sessirn was lively and 
informative. 

We agreed that in contradistindioo with what has been the rule in the past in 
stable societies and their educatioo systems, we would have to address the fact 
that the world we navv live in is changing and evolving rapidly. In crder to avoid 
oogoing cr rerurring cbsdescence d pctential mcx:lels, we must therefcre 
grapple and rontend with the fdlo.Ning triggering questioos: 
• What is the rde ci educatioo and authentic learning in a rapidly changing 
world? 



• Could we design a mcxiel that would depict the relationship between 
education and sooetal develcpment? 
• To adapt oneself to new cooditioos is often considered wi� but do we teach 
people to adapt to anything and everything? (What al:n.Jt adapting to a polluted 
natural envirooment? What al:n.Jt adapting to a sodety governed by ineffective 
cr a:rrupt political systems?) Is adaptatioo the only putpo;e d education? 
• Is there a level ci adaptation that transcends what we generally think of as 
adaptive, a state perhaps tetter desaired as adaptedness? 
• If we see a desirable path d evolutioo fa- a sooety, can we ensure that 
educatioo will enable people to pursue this path? Or will there 1:e coostraints 
within the society and/ or within the education system that inhibit a fully 
functiooing, co-evolutiooary relatiooship? 
• Hovv can an educatioo system guide cr influence sa:ietal evolution? 
• Could we design a model cr a set d mo:lels that would depict an education 
system with the capadty to guide and inform sustainable societal development? 
In other wcrds, a model of a purpose-seeking educatioo system embedded in a 
purpose-seeking society? 

The idea ci designing a model cr a set of models that woold depict an education 
system with the capadty to guide and inform sustainable scx:ietal development 
was a compelling one. Some of us wanted to leap right into designing models. 
Some of us, however, thooght that in order to effectively wcrk with these 
questioos, inducting the last me which was generating a let of energy, we shoold 
invest scme time in reaching a deeper, fuller understanding d what was meant 
by educatioo, learning, scx:iety, design, adaptation, adaptedness, evoluticn and 
co-evdutioo. Wewoold need to clarify fer oorselves and fcr me another oor 
own frames d reference for each d these abstract, rore a:ncepts. The next 
section of the paper, therefore, is an expression d ooe d the formal written 
reflections we used as a scaffold to prepare for the ensuing dialogue. 

Ill Reflections cn Educaticn: VJhat Is It? 'What Is Its Purpa;e? 
We did net spend as much time with sane a::ncepts as we did with ethers. 
Educatim was a ro-nerstooe in the model we were develcping, therefore we 
devoted a significant amoont d time to expanding and deepening oor 
understanding d this coocept We think what we generated is worth sharing. 

• "Educatioo is teaching flexible patterns ci l:ehavicr based en the respect of 
ethers and the use ci intelligence and knowledge. The kind ci knowledge that is 
necessary in today' s changing world is knovvledge that makes behavicr effident 
but also opens the mind in crder to be al::ie to crpe with unexpected 
dra..tmstances. This implies a 'requisite variety' ci knCMiledge. 

"The putpose d educatioo is to enable pecple to live a life which is wcrth 
living fran the human point of view, to make humanity mere human, through 
the teaching ci patterns ci l:ehavicr based upm the respect d ethers. They must 



re inventive, flexible enoogh to make the respect of others realizable in all sorts 
of unforeseen drcumstances so frequent in a changing world. In other words 
they must have the "requisite variety'' of potential applicatirns. These problems 
d rehavior have to use knowledge enlightened by intelligence or even wisdom 
as pdnted oot by Gtarles Francras. Withoot it, good will and the rest intentions 
may generate nevv situatims which are worse than the old mes. Often this 
happens by focusing on certain aspects and forgetting side effects or by 
underestimating the balance between local and glcbal issues. So educatim must 
re realistic. Fcr example basic canpulsions have net be eliminated, they have to 
rechanneled to human values through a "good use" of them. Of course 
adaptation at any cost, which is a kind of submission to fate, is not the solution; 
unbearable situatirns exist. Ancther important thing is that education is nct to be 
ccncentrated m one part ci life cnly, it starts at birth and must never step." 

• II It is necessary to distinguish the process ci education and educational 
systems. The education system is a part of the human sodety. Notwithstanding 
the fact that education has a very dose relationship with other aspects and 
compments ci the human sroety, it [education] is aimed at accanplishing a 
partirular set ci goals within the sroety. As a system, educatioo has its ovvn 
structure (hierarchical, organizatiooal, etc.) and is distributed within scx:iety. 

II Educaticn as a process is a kind of sodetal movement (forgive me for 
such a term). Hereunder the term 'movement' I understand as a phi1osophical 
term that means any changing (qualitative, quantitative, in time and/ or in 
space). The movement (educational process) forms a structure of the educational 
system and at the same time is guided by it. 

II So educatioo can re understcxxl as a sub-system within a scx:ietal system 
desaihng the specific kind of scx:ial movement, having its avvn structure and 
perfcrming specific tasks." 

• II For me educatioo is ah:Jut creating neN individuals who are well 
integrated within themselves: biologically, psychologically, mentally, sod ally. In 
this way, education can shape societies that are well integrated, where 
individuals a:x:perate harmonioosly in every sroal endeavcr. II In a stable wcrld (as was generally true in the past), the role ci education 
was to reprodure society as it was. In a changing wcrld, the role ci education is 
to enable people to acquire adaptedness, i.e. the capadty to re-adapt as many 
times as needed to as many situaticns as can arise." 

• II Education is the process ci making the next generaticn d the population 
have 1 adaptive' behavicr, and educaticn is always suqect to resource constraints. 
\A/hat is I adaptive' depends on the features/ characteristics of the environment. 
For example, if the envirrnment is stable, then educaticn passes en behavicral 
rules that maintain the rurrent stability. If the envirrnment is staticnaryl then 
education passes m models and norms fcr behavior. If the environma�t is 
instationery, then education must develop the ability in peop1e to obtain cr 
ccnstrud models and create new ncnns." 



• 11 I am swinging back and fath between oo the ooe hand, what I think and 
feel educatioo is, on the other, what it should be. I will try to clarify bJth, 
beginning with what it is right nCJ\-v fdlOINed by what I think it shoold be. 

II Educatioo is the passing oo to yoong people c:J what has been 
detennined by our society and ocrnrnunity as significant informatioo/ 
knOINledge/ skills/ even attitudes and to some extent values (emphasis on 
'passing crt.. which I CUlsider a passive precess). The infonnaticn/ 
knOINledge/ skills, etc are in three aspects ci life intellectual, social and physical. 
Educaticn, as it is today, is intended to also be a caretaking institution, a place 
where young people (ag� approximately four to nineteen) need to spend their 
time (roughly nine months of the calendar year, five days a week, from six to 
eight hours a day) so that their parents or other caregivers can go to work cr 
engage in other activities. Educatioo as it is nCMI (in the US), is not intended to 
address young peoples' spiritual needs. 

II Education as it exists tcday (with rare exception) is a mixture d dd 
'schoding' practices and vain attempts to improve and stay a.trrent with a 
changing society. It pro::luces peoplefcr the mast part who have learned basic 
functions (reading, writing, calrnlating), skills that can be measured by tests. It 
also prcx:iuces people who are disrormected from one another and from the 
learning process itself, people who are under-prepared to integrate and apply 
what they've passively 'learned' in schcrl to what is actively happening in their 
lives. 

II What should educatioo re? Fundamentally different than what it is 
tcx:iay, that's for sure! The big aims of education should be to first of all help heal 
the social and political fragmentation and disenfrandlisement it has rontributed 
to fcr the past half century. It shoold (re)o:::J1nect peopl� and (re)awaken a sense 
d belooging, dignity and wcrlh. It should energize, inspire and empCM�er us to 
partidpate fully in our families, neighlxrhoods, rommunities and sodety. It 
shoold free our minds and lift our hearts and spirits so that we as a scdety c.ant 
cnce again create, imagine, and dream It should instill a sense d 'knCMiing what 
to do when we don't knCMI what to do' It should be integrated with all other 
human deve\�ment systems (scdal, environmental, spiritual, political, 
economic). It should be mere organic (humanistic) and less medlanistic 
(militaristic and regimented). It shoold be actively experienced rather than 
passively rereived or tderated. It shoold intimately embed itself in life. 

II Oearly, a new design is needed We must I/ leap oot" d our rnrrent 
nctioos d schods, and create neo.N, integrated, life-centered mcdels, even if it 
means leaving fcrever oor rnrrent structures and functioos c:J sdlcrls as we 
knCM' them Sane d the cere questioos that must be addressed in the design 
inquiry are these: What do people need to knOIN and be able to do to live happy, 
healthy, prcductive lives in a highly techndogical, diverse, ccmplex, 
intercamected, rapidly dlanging wcrld? What are the values, skills, dlaracter 
traits that are needed to partidpate meaningfully in our social, frlitical and 
ecooanic systems, and to interact respoosibly with our natural envirooment? 
HON do we balance our needs fcr belonging, romrnunity, dignity and worth 
with rn ltural pressures to canpete and advance toward higher and higher levels 
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of performance and excellence? How do we justify the rurrent escalating level of 
consumption in light of a growing awareness not only of the limits of natural 
resources on our planet but also the mass destruction and havoc our high tech, 
coosumptive lifestyles have already wreaked? 

"V\lhen I free myself to imagine what should be and what co..tld be I see 
schcx:is as we know them no longer exist. Instead there are learning fields which 
emerge and self-crganize aaxrding to sometimes intentiooal, sometimes 
sprntanea..ts needs and desires to learn. These II fields" ci learning are an integral 
aspect ci all systems (individuals, families, neighbcrh� canmuniti� 
organizations, institutions. Just as our lxrlies and brains, the trees, flawers, 
grasses, all living things in the natural world, have a propensity and capadty for 
integrated, oogoing learning and the development of 'intelligence,' so too should 
our human systems be designed with a prcpensity and capadty fcr integrated, 
cootinuous learning and the development ci crganizational or systemic 
'intelligence.' 

II Of a::urse, such crganizatims and systems present a huge design 
challenge, one we haven't b=en ready fcr until naw. Many ci us may net even 
feel ready now. It will probably mean letting go of some deeply held beliefs and 
values. Once having freed myself, hawever, to imagine communities and a 
sodety where learning is truly life-centered and fully integrated, fer me, there is 
no turning back." 

Foil awing the refledioo, writing sharing and ensuing dialogue, we were ooce 
again tired yet energized. We were engaging in generative dialogue in the 
design conversation pr� and we were experiendng a vast array of group 
dynamics. We were espedally aware ci: 1) the frustrating pull, push and 
cx:casional collisioos caused by our awn pd.arities; and, 2) a resulting tendency 
toward individualizatioo, literalness and rigidity, which, aa::ording to Isaacs 
(1 994), are commoo experiences in the initial phases of dialogue where 
"fragmentatioo d tadt thought" can cxx:ur. Mindful d these dynamics, we 
challenged ourselves as a group to II suspend assumptions," and precess what 
was happening, including our tendency toward pdarization and fragmentatioo. 
In this way we were able to create a safe II container'' fcr cawersatioo (itid.). 

We were beginning to get a sense d where and how the generative dialogue 
would l:ridge to strategic dialogue. We were also experiendng sessioos where 
we engaged in OOI:h generative and strategic dialogue. It took a lct of time to 
process each "chunk" d infamation and the ideas that were emerging, rut we 
realized that because we were processing the pr�, we were in fact making 
progress, progress that may net have been possible had we net invested the time. 
We proceeded with the intentioo cr produdng our first iteratioo of a model ci an 
education system with the capadty to guide and infam sustainable societal 
develqJment 



IV. Educatirn and Scrietal Development 

Giving to the coocept of education a very broad meaning. possibly far from its 
conventional one, we began to work on a mcdel of a dynamical process of 
education for societal development. The first attempt was a:mceived and 
contrib.Ited by Robert Vallee It was our prototype and a scaffold for all that 
foil awed It was a ro-evolutive mcdel involving a closed loop with three main 
elements, sc:x::iety, knawledge and school, ronsidered in a generalized sense. It 
was intended to shaw 1) haw society with its romplex, dynamic web of rulture{s) 
influences knowledge (sdences and humanities) by the impact of its demands, 2) 
haw identificaticn and mnstrudion of knO\Nledge in the sciences and humanities 
guides education and schooling by its proposed methods, and 3) haw education 
mcdifies sc:x::iety by the effects of its teaching and learning. Each of these elements 
influences, in the given order, the next element of the loop. The prototype 
(Figure 1)  incorporated a closed loop, which fed back its awn prcducts into itself. 

Figure 1. Prototype closed loop, evdutive mcdel of education and scrietal 
development 

We then explored the notion that even in a scriety endawed with great capadties 
of antidpation and prcductivity, the impact of the radically unexpected in a 
turbulent and rapidly changing environment cannot be underestimated or 
disregarded People must be mentally prepared for such passitilities. What is 
mere, if a sc:x:::iety is gang to be capable ci purpose-seeking behavior, even from a 
purely desaiptive point ci view, our mcdel must have yet another aspect. 
Imaging. imagining, visioning, creating and inventing must also play a 
fundamental part in scx:iet:al evdution, for these are in fact essential human 
abilities that go beycnd mere percepticn and beycnd knO\Nledge that is 
generated in the realms ci sdence and humanities (Banathy, 1991 and 1996). 
These capadties result in authentic purpose-seeking systems as opposed to 
rigidly con trot led, deterministic; purposive or heuristic systems. The next 
iteration d the model ( Fi gure 2), therefcre, needed to acccmmcx:iatethe function 
of design, incorpcrating an open locp and creating the cpportunity for the 



society to feed forward its visions, images and actions tOINard realizing its 
highest hopes for a preferred future state. 
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Rgure 2. Open loop, ro-evolutive merle! of education and scx:ietal development 

Having established as essential in a purpose-seeking sa:::iety the need for design 
knOINledge and the capadty for idealized systems design, we determined that 
there are several It critical requisites" for systems design, which are 1) involve all 
stakehdders ci the system in the design process; 2) develop the capadty to 
achieve a deep understanding of rurrent societal conditions, understanding that 
go=s beyond acquisition d rote information and data, beyond acquisition of 
knONledge, to a state of cnnsdousness enlightened by wisdom (desaibed in a 
later elal:xratioo by 01arles Francois); and 3) the capadty to transcend the 
mrrent ccnditicns d the system, cr as Banathy says, "leap out," and envision a 
desired future state. These capadties, we determined, would significantly 
increase the likelihcxxl that a society CXJUld influence its own evdutionary path. 
At this p:lnt, a fundamental question aystallized and lcx:med largely: ·what kind 
of an education system CD.lld develop these capadties in a society? 

We spent cnnsiderable time and energy explaing individual and rollective ideas 
and �iefs aln..tt dealing effectively with the unpredictable, aln..tt idealized 
systems design, turning over and over our different notims of adaptation, 
adaptedness, inventiveness, and transcendence We agreed that it is not encugh 
to be mentally prepared fer the unexpected by developing the ability to adapt 
and/or be flexible and/or be tolerant We agreed that at least one answer to the 
It challenge of the unpredictable" is that a so:iety must be able to generate a 
variety d potential respmses and/ cr reactirns to whatever is seen as 
unpredictal:ie, uncertain, fuzzy cr aml:iguoos. Variety within a society must be 
neither too large ncr too small. Too much variety is too ca;tly to the society in 
terms of resources; too little variety prcrluces an insuffident number of possible 
respcnses. Instead, it must be just the necessary and sufficient amoon� or, in the 
wcrds of Ross Ashby, the .. requisite variety ... 



The exploration of requisite variety resulted in still another layer ci questioning 
and dialogue The three questions at this level were 1) What is the relationship 
h:!tween requisite variety and a scriety's capadty to develop adaptedness or 
inventiveness (as oppared to adaptation, whim we coold clearly see)? 2) Is there 
a relationship between requisite variety and a scriety's capadty to transcend? 
and 3) What are the implications of the answers to these questions for designing 
education? 

The dialogue sessions in which we grappled and contended with these three 
questions were the m05t challenging and productive of all. There were times, as 
a team, we verged on rollap� and there were times we nearly split apart Yet 
out of these sessions carne much deeper understandings of the learning prcx::essi 
of what might be involved in transcending and in the end, d the relaticnship 
between an education system and its scriety. These deeper understandings 
fertilized the soil and the seeds which eventually " gre.N" the elaborations 
desaibed in the remaining sectioos d this summary, as well as the ideas that are 
expressed in each member's individual paper. 

This evolving schematic model, therefor� must be ccnsidered just as a general 
guide. It has to be made more precise by specific additions. Not forgetting its 
human significanre we may d.:\Serve that it fits well in a cybernetic and systemic 
frame-Nark. It involves communicaticn thecry through transmission d 
information and data from cne element to another, and contrd theory through 
feedback of discrepancy (between the existing state of the society and its ideal 
state). Moreover the evolution of the state ci the scx:iety may be seen as a 
temporary, but "fixed point" of some operation in a specific space, generated by 
the very nature d the la:p. A scriety's perception and inquiry d itself, along 
with its resulting decision and actioo link the system to both epistemology and 
praxiology, whim strongly depend en one another. 

Important e1alx:Jrations in the alxJve prototype and its first iteration were 
explored and proposed as the design conversation continued. These elaborations 
canprise the next section d this summary and consist of 1) a more detailed and 
dynamical model d the initial prototype, contributed by Alexander Repekq 2) a 
mathematical frame involving the viability d scriety, limited memay 
concerning its evolution, and discrepancy between its requisite variety and its 
actual ccmplexity, CDltrihlted by Tamas David; and 3) models for the 
construction of reference frames, what happens when referenre frames are 
broken by the unexpected, and some toots fer this coostructive prcx:ess, 
rontributed by Charles Francois. The reader should also note that these next 
three sections are further developed in the individual follow-up papers 
cootrib.lted by the al.:x:we noted team members and cootained in this volume of 
the published proceedings. 



V. Elaborati rns 
A The Structures and Dynamics of an Evdutiooary Educatirn System 

The following dynamical model (Figure 3) proposed by Alexander Repeko i s  
more detailed than the initial rne : knOINledge is explored by science and 
methodology, sdloo1 is decompa;ed into teacher and student. Earn element 
influences the next, starting with scienre : sdutions, methods, knowledge, skills, 
problems, all to be ronsidered at three hierarchical levels, each having its own 
speed of evolution. \Nhat fdlOINs are exrerpted from his individual paper, but 
represent the ideas generated during our group dialogue sessions at Fuschl. 
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Figure 3. Evolutiooary model ci an educatioo system 
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a) periodicity of changes on the first hierarchical level 

50 years 

b) periodicity of changes on the second hierarchical level 

c) periodicity of changes on the third hierarchical level 

c) resulting process 

Figure 4. Speed of changes on different hierarchical levels within an 
evolutionary educational system 



B. Mathematical Mcrlel d Resoorce Gnstraints "Within the System 

The fdlavving is a depictim ci the initial schematic mcrlel of education for 
societal development presented by Tamas David in a mathematical frame 
(Table 1) which involves the viability of scx:iety, limited memory concerning its 
evolution, discrepancy between its requisite and its actual complexity. The best 
choice of the evolution of the resources to be devoted to educatioo is given by the 
minimization, under constraints, of an adequate function. The mathematical 
frame also addresses the relationship between education and society and the 
en-evolution of the two systems. 
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Table 1. Mathematical mcrlel of resource constraints within the system 
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C The Constructim ci Individual and Consensual Reference Frames, How the 
Unexpected Breaks Reference Frames, and Tools fer (Re)Gnstruding Frames 

In this section, the models and drawings ( Figures 5, 6, and 7) of Charles Franc;ois 
offer a depiction of the amstruction of reference frames and what happens when 
a frame is broken by the unexpected In these drawings one sees the difference 
1::etween inventive learning (adaptedness) and adaptive learning. Authentic 
learning is a precess ci acquiring infamation in order to be al:le to create 
referenceframe<vVorks, to make them significant, and become capable of 
modifying them when needed (to be creative or inventive). Adaptation on the 
other hand, is a more or less limited capadty to adapt to changes, depending on 
the variety of response patterns possible 

The Construction of Reference Frames 
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How the Unexpected Breaks Reference Frames 
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TCX>ls 

Training for the Cmstrudion of Reference Frames 

\Yhat are the data? 

Why, what for and hovv to select them? 

Havv to construct infonnation? Knovvledge? 
Types of mcx:Iels: systemic, cybernetic, others 

How to update informaticn? Knavvledge? 
Critique and reform of crumbling mcx:Iels 

The pavver and relevance of these mcx:Iels and implications for educatioo and 
so:ietal development rest in the important distinction being made between 
learning (adaptedness or adaptation) the education system promotes and the 
aitical rde of authentic learning in the proress of sodal systems design. Both d 
these issues are further addressed in his individual paper published in this 
vdume of the prCXEedings. 

VI. Ccrtduding Remarks 

This paper summarizes the wcrk of the Fusdtl team that throogh the process of 
design conversatioo explored the topic and issues of Education and Societal 
Development. Members of the team came together fran two previously assigned 
conversation topics: 1) Sa::ietal and Cooscioos Evolution, and 2) Designing 
Systems for Learning and Human Thvelopment fer the 21st Century. There was 
a rich, stimulating and challenging mix of diverse interests, experiences, cultural 
backgroonds, and ages: Fertil e  ground for prcrluctive dialogue and far ongoing 
systems inquiry and actirn. 

The cnndusion of this groop repcrt, therefcre, is mere like a thin, transparent veil 
than a curtain dcsing. The ideas expressed here are truly "wcrks in progress," 
many of which are expanded in the individual papers inducted in this vdume of 
theprcx:eedings. Although the face-tcrface interadirn and dialogue that cx:curs 
at Fuschl end after one week, the energy generated by the learning that has taken 
place fuels mrnths if not years of future wcrk and learning. In our case, we 
probaliy each left Fuschl with mare questions than dear, definitive sdutions. 



The work we did1 the ideas we developed will serve as scaffolds for projects in 
our systems back heme as the quest OJntinues. 
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1. Introduction 

The Systemic Design of Information Systems, 
a Group Report on the 

1996 Fuschl Conversation 

This report is organized into three sections. After this brief introduction, the primary 
findings will be presented. The primary findings include contributions to the theoretical 
framework of information systems design, as well as discoveries about the nature of the 
conversational from of disciplined inquiry. 

We believe that, while the focus of the group was on information systems design, our 
results are applicable to systems design tasks in general. One other introductory comment 
needs to be made. As the conversation progressed, and as we began to articulate specific 
design principles, we began to apply those principles to the conversation process itself. Of 
course this is to be expected. All groups go through a forming process, and as a result of 
discoveries about themselves, alter their operating procedures. 

There was; however, something highly reflexive about our task. Since we were concerned 
about systems for the creation and custody of information, and we were engaged in "group" 
creation and custody of information (that is one workable definition of a conversation), 
reflexive application of our findings "immediately" changed our modes of operation. This 
phenomenon creates some paradoxes, and also introduces the notion of the "guarantor of 
quality", in conversations. 

The report concludes with a roadmap-like accounting of the concepts and procedures that 
were encountered en-route to our findings. 

1.1 Group Task 

Our task changed a number of times during the year preceding the Fuschl Conversation. 
Our initial focus was on information systems in the sense of "decision support" during a 
design process. This focus became more generalized to include all aspects of information 
systems involved in systemic design. The input papers further broadened the territory 

1.2 Group Composition 

The group included Lars Albinsson, B. Antal Banathy, Mieczyslaw Bazewicz, Olov 
Forsgren, Paul Grunbacher, and Jaak Tepandi. What made the group rather unusual is that 
four of the six members have worked together on issues related to the group-task for several 
year�. In fact� these members have met, and worked in a conversation format on many 
prevtous occastons. 

It is particularly noteworthy that the two new members contributed, what turned out to be, 
most important dimensions to the group. Lars Albinsson brought the (critical view and) 
point of view and energy of a private sector CEO. Paul Grunbacher approached tasks (with 
the critical view and) with the discipline and formality of a recent Ph.D. 



2. Summary of Findings 

Our most significant contribution is a distillation of a ''minimal" set of design principles for 
the design of information systems. We believe that the list of principles is general enough 
to be of, at least heuristic, value in systemic design tasks. We also believe that our 
experience has implications for the way in which conversation groups should be constituted 
and conducted. 

2.1 Theoretical Results 

Our theoretical conclusions fall into four areas. The fust two are highly related and the last 
two result from the application of the concepts to the practice of information system design. 

2.1.1 Definition of Systemic 

Our most general theoretical contribution is a set of definitions of the term "systemic". 
Each of the following is a distillation of those properties or attributes that one would 
normally associate with the term systemic. Each item captures the essence of systemic, 
from some perspective. The items are intended to be meaningful individually, collectively 
the list represents broad territory. 

* Dynamic Schemes, Multiple Schemes is an important driving force, 
Metabolize Schemes to produce new ones. 

* Handle emergent properties that result from integration of 
target system. 

* Analysis and Change-management of Requirements in order to 
fulfill combined expectations of users and clients. 

* Adoption and continuous improvement of processes and methods 
for development. operations, and maintenance. 

* Lovable Computer Servants. 

* A just way to handle a community with valuable dynamic 
conflicting perspectives and connected action possibilities. 

* All stakeholders Handle Changes as they Take into account 
the Environment while balancing ethical conflict. 

* Enhances Evolution by permitting the invention of interactions 
between the parts and the whole. 

* Facilitates Design Conversation. 

2.1.2 Principles of Information Systems Design 

This list of principles was developed specifically for guiding the design of information 
systems. However, we believe that the list is applicable to system design in general. We 
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need to note that, for us, design cannot be separated from normal (ongoing) operations of 
systems. While this may not be the case today, we believe that conducting design as a 
distinct stage, while well intentioned, cannot work in the long-run. In this light, the 
following is a list of principles for the operation (design) of an organization: 

* All systems have consequences 

and the ongoing conversation with the stakeholders makes the 
consequences explicit. 

* Create experience 

to maintain and expand the intellectual, technological, aesthetic, 
and ethical repertoire of the stakeholders. 

* The designer is responsible 

since the designer must be an integral part of the system, the 
impact, and consequently responsibility, of the designer never 
ends. 

For us this is a minimal set of guiding principles. This set of three was distilled from a set 
of over two dozen. This minimal set covers the crucial aspects of design only if one makes 
certain fundamental assumptions about the nature ofliving (socio-technical) systems. Some 
of these assumptions seem to be contrary to the standard, commonly accepted set; 
consequently, we need to explicitly state them. 

It is common practice to characterize systems in terms of the boundaries that define them. 
We believe that boundary setting is a useful heuristic for initially engaging a system. 
However, we believe that it is more fruitful to think of systems as "A domain of reality 
delimited by interaction" (Kampis, 1991). The salient point is that systems are involved in 
a multitude of interactions that are often not explicit, or not articulated. In fact, systems 
constantly seek-out new interactions. 

Now, admittedly it is useful for us to identify boundaries for the purpose of constructing 
models. By definition, modeling is a boundary setting exercise. The epistemology of 
systems-design dictates that at any point in time we need to erect boundaries to preserve the 
validity of descriptions. However, the ontolgy of systems dictates that at a ny point in time 
the creative-dynamics of systemic-operations need to be honored if we are to realize the full 
potential of the system. 

This is a delicate balancing act. We need to establish a balance between constraints and 
creative-dynamics. The constraints have to do with systemic purpose, designer 
responsibility, environmental constrains, etc. The creative-dynamics have to do with 
individual-potential, emergent aspects of the system, co-evolution with the environment. 

Seen in this light, the minimal list of three design principles establishes a conceptual 
framework in which the designer(s) can operate. 

While these results seem to be aesthetically pleasing, at least to our research group, they are 
highly tentative and need to be validated through application. 
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2.1.3 Establishment and Maintenance of a Design Community 

This approach to systemic design relies heavily on the establishment and nurturing of a 
design community. The community is defined along at least two dimensions. First of all, it 
is obvious that the individuals engaged in the system's operations constitute a community. 
In this case the traditional heuristics for community maintenance apply. However, there is a 
second aspect that has to do with shared knowledge, with what is often called community 
knowledge. 

Community knowledge is not merely the body of knowledge held in a common repository, 
accessible to all members of the community. Community knowledge is the practical 
"working knowledge" as it relates to the operation of the system, and as held by the 
appropriate members of the community. In the simplest terms we are talking about 
"knowing-how" as opposed to "knowing-that", a distinction formally made by Follett 
(1921), Ryle (1949), Kampis (1991), and others. 

In terms of today's information technologies, a reasonable first step is to establish 
communications linkages that are bi-directional, that serve not merely to distribute 
"knowledge" but to gather "consequences". This is a most important point. In a 
community, the sharing of consequences of action is/becomes the systemic-glue that binds. 
Now, we are talking about more than simple homeostasis or feedback. We are talking 
about individuals and or groups being empowered to take action, to exercise their creative
dynamics as they invent ways to participate in the system, and do so without abdicating 
their responsibility for the good of the whole. 

Given today's information technologies, one obvious step in this direction is the 
establishment of web-sites. The group has agreed to establish the first such web-site to 
serve the general information systems design community. Presumably, other web-sites will 
be established in association with specific design projects. 

The fundamental design consideration for such web-sites is two-fold. First of all, the 
individual sites are intended to be highly interactive in the sense that the community of 
users is expected to contribute to the knowledge-base, as well as partake of the knowledge
base. The contributions are expected to be additions to the base-of-knowledge as well as 
information about the consequences of the application of knowledge. 

The second design consideration is to provide effective means of linking the multiple web
sites together. Technically this can be rather simple; however, conceptually great care must 
be taken to preserve the integrity of individual design communities. A conceptual 
framework for accomplishing these two design requirements needs to be developed. 

2.1.3.1 A proposal for the Lovable Computer Servants (LCS) site 

As a concrete example of the factors to be considered in the development of such web-sites, 
we offer the following specifications: 

* Image and target groups 
Image: LCS, their use and development 
Special target groups: Attractive for the young, useful for the elderly. Initiated and 

used by the others anyway. 
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•. [Comment: first it has to be interesting and useful. If it will be used, the other 
goals can be achieved] 

* Background 
Systemic approach 
•. People self-development ["the only thing how you can help"] 
•. [Fuschl] conversation, IISI 
•. Ethical computer systems 
[Comment: perhaps these are the most important goals, however they are kept on 

the background. The interested will have the possibility] 

* Functions 
Cases presenting and illustrating the concept 
•. Network of people 
Contest and awards ["Do you want to meet the top brains of the world in this 

environment next year?"] 
BI-annual meeting [in the mountains] 
•. Trail down to the background (the "How?" button) 

* Organisation 
Attracting the young 

Part of the site 

•. Physical meetings giving the perspective 
•. Distributed development 

The other groups as designers: elderly, educational, etc. 
The office system for the /IS/ 
Project management 

* Cases 

Funding: INFOSOND, Technology Transfer, IFSR, Unusual systems (?) 
Schedule: 
Premises: 

LCS site 
YAHOO etc. [What are you giving if all this exists already? But it can be 

improved - and can you do it?] 

2.1.4 Contracting for Design 

Design is NOT distinct from life. Specifically, in relation to the computing and 
information systems communities, the implication is that design is an integral part of on
going operations. From the perspective of a company involved in informations systems 
consulting, the responsibility of the company towards the client never ends. While this 
seems to contradict normal contract provisions, from a systemic viewpoint, the 
relationship between clent and consultant is an on-going one. 

The relationship may lapse into inactivity. In fact, the consultant, having developed in 
the client the requisite competence to function autonomously, has an obligation to let the 
client control her/his/its own fate. However, the consultant has a perpetual responsibility 
as an initial guarantor of success. This responsibility cannot be avoided, as does not 
diminish with time. 



2.2 Group Process Guidelines - Guarantor of Quality 

Our experience indicates that there is a delicate balance between pre-structuring of the 
group I?rocess, �here careful "deductive-orchestration" of interactions takes place; and �?'namt� evolutiOn �f group process, where the group experience is created based on 

mductive-progress (or lack of progress) toward group goals. 

This inducti
.
ve-progress i� pr?�ably a version of transcandence, and may have to do with 

the expectations, held ?Y mdtvtdual members, of the "group ideal" regarding the quality 
of the results to be achieved. What we are referring to is in the aesthetic domain, more so 
than the rational-cognitive domain. The fundimental question revolves around the 
recognition of when "what has been achieved" is of high enough quality to warrant 
closure. 
We are talking about a guarantor of quality, or per�aps �arantor oftruth,

.
or validity, or 

beauty, or justice. How does the group know that 1s all nght to stop workmg on a task? 
What keeps the group going until this point is reached? 

There is a wonderful paradox built into this series of questions. The condition that we are 
referring to is one in which one or more members are willing to risk the breakup of the 
group, by pushing the group beyond its normal limits, in order to achieve what she/he 
(they) perceive to be higher norms. The implication is that the group does not have t.he 
right to continue as a group, if it abandons the task pre-maturely. The p�adox. (and nsk) 
in all of this is that significant intermediate (or fmal) results may be sacnficed m the 
quest for "higher" peaks, or that a false peak may be accepted as the ultimate goal. 

2.3 Plan for Continuation of Research 

The group agreed that this research effort needs to be sustained. The specific action items 
included: 

* The preparation of individual concept papers. 

* The preparation of (this) summary report. 

* The establishment of the LCS web-site. 

* The establishment of a non-profit institute, or research 
center, dedicated to the continuation of this work. 

* The validation of our fmdings through application of the 
design principles in private-sector "real-world" environments. 

The group concluded that the last action item, validation in "real-settings", is the most 
systemic way to further this line of inquiry. 

3. Conversation Details 

We began our task by generating a considerable number of trigger questions: 

What is in an IS for cooperative design support? 
What are the guiding principles for systemic use of computer applications? 



What would a computer system that supported us look like? 
Is there any independencies between socio-political and methodological issues? 
What are the differences between computer supported design and human mind design? 
What commonly held ideas has to change for human and technological evolution to 
become systemic? 
How can we model cooperative design processes? 
Are there design methodologies for wide-scale office systems? 
What are the differencies between systemic design and human organizational ordering 
and technological arrangement? 
How do you know if the system you are working with is systemic? 
When is the design support enviroment a dictator? 
How would we design a support system for a mecanistic research community? 
What are principles, criteria and methods for IS design-audit and quality? 
Can we compare and evaluate the changes in the personality of designers in designed IS? 
How do you guarantee that the system remains systemic in your absence? 
Can we find an example of a good mechanistic system and a good systemic system? 
How do we estimate the size and cost of IS design? 
How would a system that you design for your family be different from one you design for 
somebody else? 
What would a first draft of proposal look-like? 

Our synthesis of these questions yielded: What are the guiding principles for systemic use 
of computer applications? 

3.1 Conceptual Aspects 

Our conceptual work during the remainder of the meeting ventered on the synthesized 
trigger question. 

What are the guiding principles for systemic use of computer applications? 

To answer this question, we should know what "systemic" means. Some choices: healthy, 
quality, successful. A special definition (from the systems education group, could be also 
inserted into the guiding principles list): acting responsively, empowerment, (self)respect, 
appreciation, (dynamic) behavior, interdependence/dependence, life-long learning. 

The guiding principles proposed by the group participants (numbered for ease of 
consideration): 
(Healthy)ness, quality of the process 
1. Are activity systems: have a consequence 
2. Communication (continuos) with all stakeholders 
3. Proper balance of client/developer interaction 
4. Interactive & associative processing in heterogeneous environments 
5. Design and use are synonymous 
6. Quality determined by customer/client satisfaction (expectations satisfied) 
7. Computer activity systems should not be addictive 
8. Consequences for the stakeholders should be made explicit 
9. Someone should make the tough decisions (and be identified) 
1 O.Do what was intended and safeguarded against misuse 
1 l .Flexible and secure communication interfaces (for access to user), help functions 
12.Leaves decision in human hands - not WYSIWIG but SIWWIS 
13 .Integrated into target environment 



14.Principles for systemic computer applications should be communicable to 
everybody 
1 5.Transparent - rationale explained 
16.Most principles are context sensitive 
1 7  .Adaptable for evolution of the environment and for predicted changes in it 
1 8 .Honors history, builds an information set 
19.Transparent for maintenance and preserve design rationale 

Functional, reliable, usable, efficient, maintainable, portable ( +24 sub
characteristics + 1 00+ metrics + 1 K + papers) 

Provide service at all levels 
20.Guiding principles should be challenged and re-designed 
21 .Debate on "quality" 
22.Maximum effect for least effort (80/20 rule) 
23 .Expand authorship of this list 
24.Adequate education, technology, organisation, environment of the developer 
25.Be able to create [with] technology 
26.Develop an adequate authority and legal structure within the system 
27.User is responsible for actions of his/her servants 
28.Establish/destroy borders 
29.Invent and promote new ways of communication 
30.Try to achieve consensus on the three ethical levels 

3.2 Group Process Aspects 

The issue regarding the guarantor of quality surfaced on a number of occasions. In 
general, as the group appeared to make significant progress, even reach closure on some 
issue, some members seemed not to acknowledge progress, seemed not to be infected by 
the jubilation of the other members. At these times, the individual(s) in question would 
seem genuinely distressed. 

In one instance a person stood up and proceeded to pace around in a circle, in obvious 
distress. At other times, individual(s) would appear to withdraw from the group, or 
exhibit passive-agressive !behavior. In the extreme cases, the viability of the group, as a 
group, was put on the line. 

Now, these behaviours are not a-typical, are probably routine consequence of group
work. What marked these episodes as significant, for us, was that the group (in response 
to the distress of the members-not-yet-on-board) persisted on task beyond normal limits, 
and often made breakthroughs by continuing. 

As we mentioned earlier, most memebrs of the group had worked together many times in 
the past. For this reason, we could dispense with "normal" group-forming ceremonies. 
Furthemore, each of the new members added new depth to the group composition. It is 
probably the case that guarantor of quality, as a function, may arise in more mature 
groups. However, it seems reasonable to formally acknowledge this role in all groups. 

We should note that quality in this case involves more than the "AHA!" experience. 
What we are talking about are instances where most of the group perceived an "AHA!", 
that was either not acknowledge by some, or not taken as "significant enough" by some. 
This is essentially a spiraling of expectations. 



We should note that the guarantoor of quality was not always the same person. 
Furthermore, there is probably no agreement on precisely when these episodes took place, 
beyond vague agreement that something like this seemed to be at work. 
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APPENDIX A 

A COGNITIVE MAP OF OUR CONVERSATIONS 





A COGNITIVE MAP OF OUR CONVERSATIONS 

Cognitive maps are created, reflected upon, and recreated. They are living. They rep
resent the world-view of our experiences 

OUR CONVERSATION 
is a collective cognitive process, a knowledge and experience based disciplined 

inquiry that explores the diversity of our ideas, beliefs, and proposition,s 
in order to . ' 

f .. --t 
CONSTRUCT and -- DEVELOP COMPETENCE 

s.hared meaning of the issue 
addressed and gain new in
sight and understanding I 

needed to build 

in conducting 
systems and design inquiry 

; 
______ .. _, 

our families, the systems in which 
we live, work and serve, and our communities 

into 
y 

LEARNING and DESIGNING COMMUNITIES 
t 

that have the 

f-----..:�------iJ CAPACITY and COMMITMENT 
(organizational compassion, flexibility, 
and r�source) creativity, curiosity, patience, 

� and trust in self and others it-needed to 
� 

CREATE 
design cultures that 
enable us. to design 

·tr-------'�,�- ----·- .. . .  

authentic, sustainable, intel- serve their own purposes, the purposes . 
ligent, ideal and purpose- of thei-! members, coevolve with their 
seeing, liberating, learning - THAT - enviropment, advance human betterment 
families,  systems, commun- arid--abdye all--serve future generations 
ities, and societies 
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APPENDIX B 

THE PREFACE OF THE SUMMARY REPORT 

OF THE FIRST FUSCHL CONVERSATION, APRIL, 1982 





VIEWING 
THE 
GLOBAL 
PREDICAMENT 

As we approach the end, of the 20th century, social changes caused by 
unrestrained growth or technological advance are no longer viewed as the 
route to a better future for humanity. These changPs have occurred much 
faster than the corresponding rate of adaptive social behavior and our ability 
to guide them. They put man on a collision course with his own creations. 
We can now look back to two decades of research and analysis of this pre
dicament. 

For twenty years, scientific inquiry has addressed practical world pro
blems - involving environment, population, agriculture, pollution, and health 

care, and issues related to transportation, management, economics, and the 

human habitat in general. However, each of these problems and·
.
issues have

� 
been analyzed alone, as if it would be and could be isolated from each other. 

Systems scien�e and systems inquiry present a new scientific paradigm: 
a science of organized complexity which, through its integrative and trans
disciplinary orientation, allows for the comprehension of connectedness and 
the management of complex systems or problems. 

Pioneering work in systems science has provided us with a new under

standing of our world, much of which is based on the ever expanding know
ledge about global systems. This understanding can provide the ground rules 
for implementing changes without being entrapped by attempts at social 
engineering or utopianism. It defines pr.esent conditions and alternatives in 
the following manner: 

• Man and his global environment constitute an extremely complex 
systems, which is more than and differ:ent from the aggregate of inter

active components. All human activities express themselves through 
these dynamically connected components which mutually influence 
each other. Problems affecting mankind's future can only be studied 
and resolved in the context of the entire planetary system. 

• Accelerated and uncontrqlled change for which little or no societal 
adaptation exists can lead to breakdowns which multiply their 
effects throughout the entire world. 

• Mankind needs to manage the global community system with as much 
or more care and planning as has been observable within national 
boundaries. 

• We must be guided by the broadest possible world vievv that enhances 
a deep understanding of. the complexities, the perils, and the potentials 
of our colloctive action. 
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A. Preamble 

The agenda below addresses the task of education for global awareness 
and fostering a systemic approach to the solution of global problems, 
whereby: 

B. 

• individuals and institutions are encouraged to recognize their inescap
able involvements in, and responsibilities for global concer.ns; 

• world problems and their histories are mapped and their effects 

.reviewed; 
• systemic views of global issues are created; and 
• flexible and self-regulating strategies for improving conditions are 

"developed and implemented. 

Agenda for Research, Development and Interaction '"� 
• AWARENESS. To encourage individuals to deepen their understanding 

of global problems and their potential contributions to their solutions. 
• RESPONSIBILITY.' To make clear the ethical responSibilities and profes· 

sional obligations of systems scientists to promote awareness of and 
search for solutions to global problems. 

• cooPERATION. To develop a climate of cooperation i n  which links 
can grow between individuals, professional societies, institutions, cul
tures and nations for the dissemination of information on global pro
blem situations and options for addressing those situations. 

• CREATIVE LEARNING. To examine the role of formal and non-formal 
educational systems in building new arrangements for system� think
ing based global learning. 

• FRAMES oF REASONING. To further develop systems perspectives, 
frames of reasoning and improved methods for the characterization 
of the dynamics of global problems. 

• CONSTRAINED SOLUTIONS. . To identify specific strategies that widen 
perspectives, generate shared understanding, and promote feasible 
solutions to global problems which respect cultu(al differences, 
human potential and freedom, man's symbiosis with nature and en
hance the quality of life for all. 

• DECISION-MAKING. To encourage decision-makers to recognize the 
complexity and self-regulating properties of real-world systems so that 
solutions to global problems can be implemented at a local level 
without inducing uncontrolled instabilities and side effects. 

• SOCIAL-ACTION. To encourage informed and enlightened social-action 
in addressing global problems at all levels. 



A 
CLOSING 
THOUGHT 

C. Implementation 

We intend to implement the purpose and the agenda described above as 

follows: 

• to focus our own work - be it research, development, teaching or 

technical assistance - on addressing global concerns and· commit our

selves toward the improvement of the human condition everywhere 

and the enrichment of quality of life for all;  
• to influence and encourage our colleagues in the systems science com·

munity, particularly those we share work assignments with, to be 

guided by the same commitment; 
• to promote in the systems science societies •, institutions, and groups: 

the consideration and adoption of the agenda descfibed above and the 

development of programs of reserach and agendas for conferences that 

address global issues as a system of interdependent issues. 

• to assist and advise in the development and implementation of systems 

thinking based educa tion at all levels of education as an essential part 

of education i n  global awareness. 
• to encourage transnational cooperation and coordination among sys· 

cems science societies that address global issues and concepts by bring· 

ing into their deliberations a systemic orientation and the organizing 

perspectives and the paradigms of systems philosophy, theory, and 

methodology. 

You may ask - as we have asked ourselves - what can a small group like ours 
do? We do not have - and never will have - the i llusion of "grandeur." We 

know very well that our voice is a small voice but it will be persistent and 

spoken in many languages as the years go by. We are guided by an evolution

ary vision of the global unity of mankind and the full development of human 

potential everywhere and we dedicate ourselves to work on the agenda we 

developed i n  the course of our meeting. We are inspired by a shared dream 

for a better world for all.  

When our children and grandchildren ask us - as they do -, ,·What kind of 

a world shall we inherit from you?". at least we can tell them that we will 

do everything within our power to leave them a more livable and peaceful 

world with more humanness and love in it, and more opportunities for the 

realization of their potential and for the enrichment of their inner quality of 

life. 


